
Summer Term 2020 Weekly Planning – Home Learning   
WB: 4th May 2020 

 

Day  Maths 
 

English 
Phonics/Reading 
 

English Writing 
 

Topic 
(Geography/Science/ 
PSHE/Creative) 

Monday 4th May  Introduction to shapes: Prior knowledge 
What 2d shapes do you know? Can you draw the 
2d shapes you know? What can you tell us about 
the shapes? 

Link to wandle phonics : ai sound 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=siVkXoEQ
DNc&feature=youtu.be  

Listen to ‘We’re going on a bear hunt’ video link 
on website 
 
https://vimeo.com/401007401 
 
password: library  

Draw a plant or a flower if you have them 
in your house or if you have a garden.  
 
Can you label the different parts of the 
plant?  

Estimated screen time: None  Estimated screen time: 20 minutes  Estimated screen time: 20 minutes   Estimated screen time: none needed  

Tuesday 5th May  Shape hunt- Can you go on a shape hunt around 
your house? What 2d shapes can you find? Can 
you share some of the 2d shaped objects you 
have found? 

Link to wandle phonics : ee sound 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hBFFUCra
Dt8&feature=youtu.be  

Draw a map of where the people went on the 
bear hunt.  
 
Modelled example  - need to upload a video  

Show a picture of the bear from the story, 
How do you think the bear might be 
feeling? Can you explain why?  

Estimated screen time: None  Estimated screen time: 20 minutes  Estimated screen time: 10 minutes   Estimated screen time: 10 minutes  

Wednesday 6th 
May 

2d shape sorting game 
https://www.topmarks.co.uk/early-years/shape
-monsters 
Can you sort the 2d shapes into the matching 
shape monsters? Say the name of the shapes as 
you sort them 

Link to wandle phonics : igh sound 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7anrdHnw
Gbs&feature=youtu.be  

Labelling the parts of a story map with where 
the people went on their bear hunt.  
 
Modelled example  - need to upload a video  

Drawing a bear - recording facts that we 
know about the bear  
Can you write a sentence about a bear ?  

Estimated screen time: 10 minutes  Estimated screen time: 20 minutes  Estimated screen time: 10 minutes   Estimated screen time: 10 minutes  

Thursday 7th 
May 

Shape picture: Can you make a 2d shape 
picture? You can draw or cut shapes to make a 
larger picture (example provided) Can you 
explain what you have made? What 2d shapes 
have you used? 
 
Modelled example - need to upload a video  

Link to wandle phonics : oa sound 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rrGadCz2A
1o&feature=youtu.be  

Labelling the parts of a story map with where 
the people went on their bear hunt.  
 
Modelled example  - need to upload a video  

Can you draw something kind that you 
have done for someone that you live with 
? Can you write a sentence to go with 
your picture?  

Estimated screen time: None 
 

Estimated screen time: 20 minutes  Estimated screen time: 10 minutes   Estimated screen time:None needed  

Friday 8th May  BANK HOLIDAY   
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